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Title:
Despite vanity of life FEAR GOD 

Key Verse:
1:2Vanity of vanities says the teacher , vanity of vanities all is vanity 

Divis.

Segm
.

Intro - words of  the teacher poem
- 

vanity 
of life 

Paragr.

words of  the teacher 

All is vanity 

I search out wisdom
This also chasing wind

I test Pleasure - enjoy

Pleasure reward for toil

wisdom excels folly

hated all my toil

nothing better enjoyment toil

for everything a time

God made everything suitable 

in place justice/ wickedness 

I saw oppressions
All toil  from envy
Solitary individuals toil- vanity
Two better than one 
better wise poor youth
Before God - words few
fools voice - many words
vow - not delay fulfilling
fear God 
if  you see oppression
lover money not satisfied 
when good increase- Gain? 
surfeit of  rich
riches kept -own  hurt 
toil -enjoyment our lot

Stranger enjoys ( wealth….)

 toil for the  mouth 
more words more vanity

wisdom an advantage

God made the ( day)
I seen everything 
Wisdom gives strength
no one without sinning 
what people say

wisdom far from me 

Who like wise man? 

Keep king's command 

righteous treated - wicked 
I commend enjoyment 
not find it ( wisdom) out

same fate to all

enjoy life with wife
time and chance 
wisdom man delivered city 
Wisdom better than weapons
folly outweighs wisdom 

folly in high places 

lips fools consume them 
When king is nobleman
Not curse king/ rich
not know work God
in morning sow seed 
pleasant - see the sun
live many years - rejoice 
rejoice while young - judgment 
banish anxiety from mind 

Remember creator in youth 

Teacher taught people knowledge
sayings wise- like goads
Fear God; keep comandments 
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 Sections suggested in Dorsey's analysis of Ecclesiastes Structure 
in The literary structure of the Old Testam

ent 

All titles are m
y own. 

Conclusion- the teacher's words 

author's experience 
confirm

s vanity of life

Poem - God has ordered TIME 

Injustice, 
oppression , 

those seeking 
w

ealth never 
satisfied 

author's exhortation : FEAR GOD 

oppression, w
ealthy 

don't enjoy riches 

Poem - God made time of  adversity & 
prosperity

author's observations of vanity of life 
D

ays of youth are 
vanity 


